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Green energy pay outs 'won'tGreen energy pay outs 'won't
touch the sides'touch the sides'

Money should be spent on viable solutions not idealistically driven ideas, says GMB UnionMoney should be spent on viable solutions not idealistically driven ideas, says GMB Union

GMB, the energy union, says proposed pay outs to encourage the switch to green energy ‘won’t touchGMB, the energy union, says proposed pay outs to encourage the switch to green energy ‘won’t touch
the sides’.the sides’.

Proposals Proposals being discussed in Whitehallbeing discussed in Whitehall could lead to an annual subsidy being paid to households to could lead to an annual subsidy being paid to households to
offset the increase in gas bills.offset the increase in gas bills.

Those not using gas would be able to pocket the subsidy, reports suggest.Those not using gas would be able to pocket the subsidy, reports suggest.

Gary Carter, GMB National Officer, said:Gary Carter, GMB National Officer, said:

https://www.gmb.org.uk/news/search?&issue=49
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/payouts-for-families-to-offset-green-energy-bills-in-drive-towards-net-zero-emissions-jdg2lk6js
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“The reality is that the cost of installing heat pumps is prohibitively expensive, and the workforce“The reality is that the cost of installing heat pumps is prohibitively expensive, and the workforce
required to install them across millions of homes just doesn’t exist.required to install them across millions of homes just doesn’t exist.

“There is also no suggestion they are going to be fit for purpose for the overwhelming majority of homes“There is also no suggestion they are going to be fit for purpose for the overwhelming majority of homes
and we need to ensure that we spend money on viable solutions to the energy problem, not onand we need to ensure that we spend money on viable solutions to the energy problem, not on
idealistically driven solutions that simply won’t work.idealistically driven solutions that simply won’t work.

Gary Carter, GMB National OfficerGary Carter, GMB National Officer

“Ripping out trusted gas boilers and charging more than ten thousand pounds to install a heat pump“Ripping out trusted gas boilers and charging more than ten thousand pounds to install a heat pump
will be deeply unpopular.will be deeply unpopular.

“A couple of hundred pounds a year subsidy won’t touch the sides.“A couple of hundred pounds a year subsidy won’t touch the sides.

“If politicians are serious about climate change - and a green economic recovery - they must invest“If politicians are serious about climate change - and a green economic recovery - they must invest
heavily in the technology of tomorrow, including hydrogen.”heavily in the technology of tomorrow, including hydrogen.”
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